A pebble bed reactor generally has double heterogeneity consisting of two kinds of spherical fuel element. In the core, there exist many fuel balls piled up randomly in a high packing fraction. And each fuel ball contains a lot of small fuel particles which are also distributed randomly. In this study, to realize precise neutron transport calculation of such reactors with the continuous energy Monte Carlo method, a new sampling method has been developed. The new method has been implemented in the general purpose Monte Carlo code MCNP to develop a modified version MCNP-BALL. This method was validated by calculating inventory of spherical fuel elements arranged successively by sampling during transport calculation and also by performing criticality calculations in ordered packing models. From the results, it was confirmed that the inventory of spherical fuel elements could be reproduced using MCNP-BALL within a sufficient accuracy of 0.2%. And the comparison of criticality calculations in ordered packing models between MCNP-BALL and the reference method shows excellent agreement in neutron spectrum as well as multiplication factor.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the nuclear engineering field of fission and fusion reactors, there are various applications of spheres piled up randomly. High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactors (HTGRs) employ spherical fuel element called coated fuel particle (CFP) that is produced by coating UO2 kernel with ceramic materials(1). Besides this, a blanket design using pile of spherical breeders with lithium in outboard blanket segment was proposed in KfK for the Next European Torus (NET)(2). A pebble bed reactor with breeder balls fuel containing thorium and burner balls fuel containing plutonium was designed by Yamashita et al.(3) for destruction of weapons-grade plutonium. Also, a tokamak plutonium transmutation facility (TPTF)(4) was proposed in order to dispose weapons-grade plutonium with spherical fuel element containing PuO2 like CFP in HTGRs. These applications are attributed to many advantages of spherical geometry, i.e., its movability, strength, easy loading, easy heat removal, good productivity and so on. We could analyze such geometries with some approximated methods(5)-(8) using homogeneous group constants evaluated by a cell calculation code(7)(8). However, precise analyses, such that the random arrangement of spherical fuel elements was accurately taken into account, had been almost impossible with these methods. Recently, an essential method of neutron transport calculations to treat randomly distributed spherical fuel elements with the continuous energy Monte Carlo method*** has been developed based on the statistical geometry model(9). In this method, location of a spherical fuel element is sampled probabilistically along particle flight path with a spatial probability distribution of them. This probability distribution called nearest neighbor distribution (NND) is calculated by a packing simulation code(10). This method can deal with HTGR cores such as High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR)(1) which has double heterogeneous structure consisting of CFPs and fuel pins (See Fig. 1 in Ref. (9)). However, the cores like Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchsreak-* Yamadaoka , Suita-shi 565. ** Tokai -mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 319-11. * * The Monte Carlo method is one of the most powerful particle transport calculation method to obtain an accurate reference answer.
Recently, combined with the improvement of computer performance, the Monte Carlo code has begun to be used widely in the field of particle transport study.
This method has remarkable features of modeling three-dimensional structure precisely and of accurately treating collisions of neutron and gamma-ray with material atoms. Moreover, especially in the continuous energy Monte Carlo method, since point-wise cross sections can be used, any assumption on core spectrum calculation is not necessary for cross section preparation. tfor (AVR)(11) in Germany and PROTEUS(12) at Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland, could not be treated for the following reasons. One is that they have double heterogeneity due to two kinds of spherical fuel element such as fuel ball (fuel pebble) and CFP existing in a fuel ball.
With the algorithm of the previous method(9), such heterogeneity cannot be treated. And the other is due to permissible packing fraction* of spherical fuel elements. In this chapter, brief supplementary explanation about it is given. In general applications like HTGRs, spherical fuel elements such as CFP and fuel ball exist only inside the container. When such a system is simulated exactly with the sampling method mentioned above, spherical fuel element should be sampled so as not to interfere with the boundary surface of the container. For that purpose, the NND should be made for a slightly higher packing fraction than the real one to keep the total inventory of spherical fuel elements in the container (more detail description is presented in Chap. II). However, since it is known that there is an upper limit of packing fraction in random packing of spheres(13), the packing fraction available in simulation may be limited depending on the dimensions of the geometry. The pebble bed reactor is a specific example which violates this limitation. For this reason, the previously developed method(9) cannot treat such geometry. And it means that there exists, at present, no continuous energy Monte Carlo code which can deal with such geometry. The purpose of this study is to realize the neutron transport calculation of double heterogeneity consisting of two kinds of spherical fuel element packed randomly in a high packing fraction with the continuous energy Monte Carlo method by developing a new sampling method.
II. TRACKING METHOD

Basic Tracking Method
The basic concept of the particle tracking method proposed in this study is essentially the same as the MCNP-CFP code developed in Refs. (9) and (14). Brief description is given in the following. In Monte Carlo simulation of particle transport in the region where spherical fuel element exists, a particle enters a spherical fuel element, penetrates it and enters the next spherical fuel element. The whole particle transport history is made up of these basic processes. Therefore, it means that it is not necessary to know the locations of all spherical fuel elements at the same time in the calculation. This fact leads to the basic method that a spherical fuel element is arranged one after another along the particle flight path at a certain place determined probabilistically during a random walk of each particle. The location of a spherical fuel element to be arranged is determined by the following two steps (See Fig. 1). (1) Sample the location of an incident particle entering into a spherical fuel element using the probability distribution. (2) Sample the incident angle of the particle entering into the spherical fuel element from an appropriate angular distribution. Theoretically, the angle can be determined by cosine distribution, if the particle enters a spherical fuel element statistically at random. However, it is difficult to obtain the other distribution, i.e., NND. The NND is defined as the probability of finding the nearest neighbor spherical fuel element in a spherical shell at a distance r as shown in Fig. 2 . The NND is calculated with the Monte Carlo hard sphere packing simulation code MCRDF** which is detailed in Refs. (9) and (10).
Improved
Tracking Method
There are two problems to be solved in this study com- pared with the previously developed method(9). One is that double heterogeneity to be treated here consists of two kinds of spherical fuel element such as CFP and fuel ball usually employed in the pebble bed reactor. A new algorithm was developed to sample an "inner spherical fuel element" corresponding to a CFP at the boundary of an "outer spherical fuel element" corresponding to a fuel ball, as shown in Fig. 3 . Therefore, additional NNDs have to be prepared using MCRDF. Details about the new algorithm are given in Chap. III. The other problem is related to the packing fraction limitation. In general applications, many spherical fuel elements are packed in a container. And they never interfere with the boundary surface of the container. To simulate a packing of them exactly, spherical fuel element should be arranged, so as not to interfere with the boundary surface, just within the region where they exist. In a practical simulation calculation, if the next spherical fuel element to be arranged interferes with the boundary surface, it is removed and the next spherical fuel element is re-sampled. Therefore, the total volume fraction of spherical fuel elements arranged shows slightly smaller than the prescribed packing fraction, i.e., that of NND. Because the number of spherical fuel elements arranged near the boundary surface becomes smaller as shown in Fig. 4 . From a physical consideration, it was found that the total volume was equal to the prescribed packing fraction multiplied by the container's volume excluding surface layer (See Fig. 4) . It means that an appropriate correction is required to achieve the inventory of spherical fuel elements corresponding to the prescribed packing fraction. Consequently, to realize the sampling of spherical fuel element so as to reproduce the prescribed packing fraction excluding ones interfering with the boundary surface, we have to use the NND for a slightly higher packing fraction determined by
where f is the real packing fraction, f' the packing fraction of the NND required, V the volume of the region where sphere exists, and dV the volume of layer r (sphere radius) in depth from the surface of the region, as shown (17)(18). With MCRDF, the packing fraction of RCP is estimated to be 0.6386 by extrapolating the calculated packing fractions to eliminate finite computer time effects as shown in Fig. 5 . Therefore, in this study it is assumed that the packing fraction of RCP does not exceed this packing fraction limit; fRCP**. Consequently, depending on the packing fraction and the dimensions of the modeled geometry, the available upper packing fraction is limited by
The specific example which does not meet the limitation is the pebble bed reactor such as AVR and PRO-TEUS. In these reactor cores, especially for random packed cores, spherical fuel elements (fuel pebbles) are just damped without shaking. The packing fraction is, therefore, about 0.62 being less than RCP's, the packing state of which is called random loose packing (RLP)(21). Since the right hand term in Eq. (2), which can be estimated by considering the dimensions of these reactors, is not beyond the packing fraction of RLP, they could not be treated with the method developed previously in Ref. (9) .
In this study, a new method, which allows sampled spheres to interfere with the boundary surface, was developed. In this method, when arranging a spherical fuel element, even if the spherical fuel element interferes with the boundary, it is not removed. The intersection region of the spherical fuel element and the sphericalfuel-existing region, which is separated by the boundary surface, is regarded as fuel region. Namely, successive Monte Carlo samplings of spherical fuel elements at the boundary make partial spherical fuel elements along the boundary surface of the spherical-fuel-existing region. This means that, strictly speaking, this method does not reproduce perfectly a real packing compared with the previous one(9) because of allowing use of intersection regions. However, the summation of the volumes of arranged spherical fuel elements in the sphericalfuel-existing region, including the partial regions of interfered ones, exactly corresponds to the prescribed packing fraction of spherical fuel elements. In MCNP-CFP, due to neglecting partial regions, correction of packing fraction for NND was required. Using the new method, troublesome problem-dependent calculations of NND for a slightly higher packing fraction depending on dimensions, are not necessary. Moreover, the same NND can be utilized for the systems having the same packing fraction irrespective of their shape or dimensions, resulting in saving troubles especially in parameter survey calculations. Also it is very important that this method enables to simulate a packing with an enough high packing fraction up to the physically achievable upper limit; RCP.
III. APPLICATION TO MONTE CARLO CODE
The new method was implemented in the three dimensional continuous energy Monte Carlo code MCNP-3B(22), and a modified version MCNP-BALL was developed. In a transport simulation by this code, the geometry of a spherical fuel element is arranged probabilistically when a particle reaches the boundary of the region where spherical fuel element exists. The location of the spherical fuel element to be arranged is determined with the NND and cosine distribution.
Practically, the location where the particle enters is sampled with the NND, while the incident angle of the particle entering into the spherical fuel element is determined from cosine distribution as shown in Chap. II (See Fig. 1 ). The center coordinates of the spherical fuel element are therefore fixed until the next spherical fuel element is sampled.
Sampling Timing of Spherical Fuel Element
In the MCNP-BALL calculation, sampling of spherical fuel element is carried out at a timing described in Fig. 6 quoted from Ref. (9) . In the figure, a spherical fuel element means both an inner spherical fuel element as a CFP and an outer spherical fuel element as a fuel ball for the pebble bed reactor introduced previously in Chap. I. A spherical fuel element is sampled (1) when a particle reaches a region where spherical fuel element exists, (2) when it gets out of spherical fuel element, (3) when it collides a material atom and the secondary particle is banked and (4) when a banked particle is retrieved from the bank, respectively. In case of (1), it should be noticed that a particle may directly enter a spherical fuel element interfering with the boundary surface. Similarly, after entering it, the particle can directly get back to the region where spherical fuel element does not exist. Because this method allows interference of spherical fuel element with the boundary surface. Among the four cases, (3) and (4) are regarded as the same process from the standpoint of spherical fuel element sampling. Consequently, the following three NNDs are to be prepared
(1) NND1; a ray-trace starts on the surface of a spherical fuel element (2) NND2; a ray-trace starts in the matrix (3) NND3; a ray-trace starts on the boundary surface of the region where spherical fuel element exists.
Specific examples of NNDs are shown in Fig. 7 . These are corresponding to the NNDs for CFPs in a fuel ball and fuel balls. In the pebble bed reactor, CFPs are packed usually in a low packing fraction because matrix material such as graphite exists between CFPs, while fuel balls in near-RLP. In Fig. 7 , the NNDs having the packing fractions of 0.06 and 0.615 are shown, for example. It is found from the figure that the NND2 and NND3 are almost the same. The reason is as follows: The NND2 depends on mainly a first collision density of the particle getting out of a spherical fuel element. The first collision density tends to become uniform as decreasing the macroscopic cross section of the matrix material and as increasing the packing fraction of the spherical fuel elements. The NND3 becomes strictly equivalent to the NND2, if the NND2 is calculated by assuming that the collision density is constant in the matrix region.
From the MCRDF calculation, it was found that the NND is converged to unity at a certain distance. The distance depends on the number of ray-traces, which gives us a useful information about the necessary number of ray-traces and the amount of memory to be prepared in the computer, as shown in detail in APPENDIX.
Sampling Method at Boundary Surface
The feature of this method is to allow to arrange a spherical fuel element interfering with the boundary surface. This makes the algorithm fairly complicated to process its arrangement in the Monte Carlo code. Figure 8 shows various sampling patterns allowed in this method. In the following discussion, only fuel ball containing CFPs is taken into account. The case (a) is a normal sampling with NND1 or NND3, which corresponds to the case (a) in Fig. 6 . In the case (b), re-sampling is required, for MCNP-CFP, on the opposite sphere surface(9). However, in MCNP-BALL this spherical fuel el- ement is partially valid excluding the portion jutting out the region where spherical fuel element does not exist. Treatment of the case (c) is a little complicated. This is a case that can occur in the case (a), (1)in Fig. 6 , and also that a particle directly enters a spherical fuel element; therefore the spherical fuel element interferes with the boundary surface. The MCNP-CFP code processes it by the same procedure as the case (b), that is re-sampling. However, in MCNP-BALL this spherical fuel element is arranged. Thus, the probability that the case (c) occurs and how to determine the coordinates of a spherical fuel element to be arranged must be discussed. Also in cases (a) and (b) in Fig. 8 (1), it is noticed that when a fuel ball is sampled, the cell, where the particle existed previously, may be the cell in which fuel ball does not exist, fuel ball itself or CFP.
As for the probability of the case (c), from a physical consideration that surface is integral element to calculate volume, the area ratio of spherical fuel elements appearing in any cross section of spherical-fuel-existing region can be estimated to be equal to the packing fraction of them, if they are distributed sufficiently at random in that region. Therefore, when an incident particle is going to enter the spherical-fuel-existing region at the boundary surface , the particles in the percentage of packing fraction induce the case (c) . While cases (a) and (b) are induced by the rest particles. We discuss next where spherical fuel element should be arranged in the case (c) . As described earlier, it is a very important feature in this method that the boundary surface is equivalent to any cross section of spherical-fuel- interfering with boundary surface dent particle on the boundary surface (See Fig. 1 ). This method was expected to reproduce the actual behavior. However, since the area of a cross section circle varies depending on the m value, the sampling number per unit area in the circle varies also depending on the m value. This means that it is required at the sampling that the weight of a tracking particle should be adjusted, as shown in the later. This adjustment arises variance increase because a large difference in particle weight exists with respect to the m value. We, therefore, introduced a very simple method that coordinates in a given sphere and a unit vector are sampled uniformly and isotropically, respectively. Then, as described earlier, the sphere is arranged as a spherical fuel element such that the coordinates and the vector get equal to those of the incident particle on the boundary surface. As shown in the following, this sampling method can reproduce the actual behavior of the case (c) in Fig. 8 . First, we confirmed from the following discussion that uniform sampling of m which determined coordinates in the cross section circle, was equivalent to sampling uniformly in a sphere, adopted in this study. The former sampling method indicates an actual situation, that is equivalent to selecting any cross section in spherical-fuelexisting region. As described earlier, the number of the cross section circles per unit m is constant. And sampling is done uniformly on the boundary surface, that means the number of sampling in the cross section circle is proportional to the area of it. Consequently, the sampling number density function, F(m)dm, is written as
where C is the proportional constant. The m meets the relation, g2+m2=R2, where g is the radius of cross section circle, R the radius of spherical fuel element. Finally we obtained
Asp(R2-m2)dm is volume element of sphere, F(m)dm, is confirmed to be proportional to the volume of spherical fuel elements between m~m+dm and therefore to be uniform in a spherical fuel element.
Next we discuss the direction of a sampled unit vector. It is a very important key point to check whether the average transmitting length in the arranged spherical fuel element from the sampled position becomes equal to the actual transmitting length. In case of sampling coordinates uniformly in a sphere and transmitting vector isotropically, which is the method employed in this study, the average transmitting length is 0.750R as calculated with a Monte Carlo method in Ref. (9). We checked that the average transmitting length in an actual case, evaluated here by the following procedure, was 0.750R.
(1) To make a cross section circle on the plane p, sample a position uniformly with respect to the m axis. (2) Sample incident particle coordinates uniformly within the cross section circle on the plane (3) Give the incident particle the weight of W(m); 3/2(1-m2) (4) Sample a unit vector isotropically. (5) Calculate the length to the boundary surface from the incident particle position along the unit vector, and tally the length multiplied by the weight of the particle.
Where the weight W(m) is given as S(m)/Save: S(m) is the cross section circle area at m, Save is the effective cross section area of the sphere with respect to m; (2/3),pR2. As described earlier, the weight, S(m)/Save, can be used as a correction factor to adjust the effect of cross section circle area. From the Monte Carlo calculation, the average transmitting length for an actual case was estimated to be 0.750R, which was confirmed to be equal to that of the method adopted in this study.
In a practical transport simulation, the incident angle distribution of the particle at the boundary surface cannot be known and may not be isotropic. Thus, using a broad parallel beam as another extreme condition, the average transmitting length was similarly calculated, and 0.752R was obtained. From the results, it is concluded that this method is applicable for almost all practical situations.
MCNP-BALL Code
The base Monte Carlo code MCNP-3B was modified by revising 5 subroutines and adding 5 new ones. The new subroutines are related to the process of arranging a spherical fuel element. Although the MCNP-CFP code needs a troublesome check of the coordinates of a spherical fuel element arranged because the interference with boundary surface is prohibited, the MCNP-BALL code needs to check only whether the location to enter a spherical fuel element determined by sampling is in the spherical-fuel-existing region. However, when an incident particle enters the region where spherical fuel element exists, a particular case occurs that the particle enters directly a fuel ball or a CFP in it. Hence one of the most important main routines in MCNP-3B, the SURFAC subroutine, had to be modified to change the cell identification number from that of the spherical-fuelexisting region to that of the spherical fuel element itself after entering the spherical-fuel-existing region. Also due to this modification, the following input cell card is required, which indicates that a spherical fuel element is existing also in the cell where it exits*. Moreover if the spherical fuel element is a CFP, the additional input data, indicating that the CFP is existing in a fuel ball and also existing in the cell where the fuel ball exists, must be required. * In MCNP , the input cell card of a cell of a sphere is just an expression indicating that the cell is existing in the inside region of the sphere.
IV. VALIDATION OF THE METHOD
The method developed in this study was validated by the following two calculations; (1) calculations of inventory of spherical fuel elements arranged by sampling in the region where they exist and (2) criticality calculations in ordered packing models.
Inventory of Spherical Fuel Elements
With the Monte Carlo method, the volume of each cell can be estimated easily using broad parallel beam as a source and track length estimator under condition that all cells are void. Using this method, the total volume occupied by successively arranged spherical fuel elements by sampling during particle transport calculation can be obtained. The inner spherical fuel element volume (CFP volume in a fuel ball) and the outer spherical fuel element volume (moderator ball and fuel ball volumes) in simple geometries such as sphere, plane and cylinder were calculated for the comparison with the ideal values. The packing fractions of 0.3 for the inner spherical fuel element and 0.5 for the outer spherical fuel element were selected to simulate CFP packing fraction in a fuel ball and that of fuel ball in the pebble bed reactor, respectively. As described in Chap. II, MCNP-CFP(9) cannot deal with this situation because the corrected packing fraction by Eq. (1) is~0.69 for the outer spherical fuel element, which is beyond the packing fraction of RCP.
The ratio of spherical fuel element diameter to its container dimensions is about 10, because the interference effect induced by the boundary surface, affecting the calculation result, is getting small with increase of the ratio, while there are few applications for the ratio less than 10.
For instance, the ratios for AVR and PROTEUS reactors are about 50 and 30, respectively.
The calculation model and results are shown in Fig. 10 and spheres. This fact enables us to treat these systems precisely by modeling all spherical fuel elements or using re- The packing fractions of fuel balls and CFPs are 0.5 and 0.157, respectively. The NNDs were calculated with MCRDF: After a packing of cubic lattice was prepared, adjusting the radii of packed spheres to fit the packing fraction because the packing fraction of ordered packing model is fixed, the NNDs were calculated by a ray-trace method. The calculation model with MCNP-BALL is quite simple, that is just an enough large cubic with reflective boundary conditions. Fuel balls and CFPs are to be arranged successively and randomly with the NNDs during transport calculation. The MCNP-BALL and MCNP-3B calculations were done in criticality source mode with 100 cycles, the batch size of which is 2,000 particles. Table 2 shows the multiplication factors of criticality calculations with and without matrix graphite between spherical fuel elements. The results with the two codes of MCNP-3B and MCNP-BALL gave good agreement within the statistical errors. Also, Fig. 12 shows the comparison of the neutron spectrum, corresponding to each case in Table 2 , averaged within the matrix region in fuel balls. Excellent agreement was obtained for 
V. CONCLUSION
To realize precise neutron transport calculation with the continuous energy Monte Carlo method for pebble bed reactors which have double heterogeneity consisting of two kinds of spherical fuel element, packed in a high packing fraction of near-RCP, a new sampling method to allow the arrangement of a spherical fuel element interfering with the boundary surface has been developed. The new method has been implemented in MCNP to develop a modified version MCNP-BALL. This method has been validated by the following two calculations; (1) calculations of inventory of spherical fuel elements arranged by sampling in the region where they exist and (2) criticality calculations in ordered packing models. 1-NND(r)>1/N,
where N is the number of ray-traces. Introducing Eq. (A.7) in Ref. (9) 
It was shown in Ref. (9) that Eq. (A.7) in the reference could not reproduce an actual arrangement especially near the reference point, however, it could predict the tendency of NND for the distance r over several diameters. It was confirmed that the tendency of the maximum free path for the packing fraction could be well reproduced by the theoretical curve calculated with Eq. (A3). In conclusion, with Eq. (A3), we can obtain rmax from the given information about the packing fraction of spherical fuel elements and the dimensions of the system. Using the value, we can obtain the appropriate number of ray-traces and the necessary amount of memory occupied by NND data. 
